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Introduction

› Biofuel market support: 

– Emission reduction & climate mitigation driving force 
behind production and use of biofuels

– Overall sustainability and reduced carbon intensity of 
the final fuel has become increasingly a priority

› Issues:

– Market implications of policy requirements 
(sustainability/GHG) difficult to oversee

– Concerns on certification integrity limit the 
commercialization of biofuels

› What is needed? 

– A better understanding of the mutual coherence 
(policy/certification)

› Goal:

– Support decision making of companies, governments 
and other parties involved in feedstock-to-biofuel 
supply chains
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Overall focus is on supply chains of 

‘Advanced’ biofuels

But what are they?

Definition Task 39: Advanced biofuels use 

pre-commercial technologies using non-food 

crops, agricultural and forest residues…..

However, this can vary per policy 

framework and certification scheme

Beneficial:

The use and certification of feedstocks for 

non-conventional ‘advanced’ biofuel 

production is beneficial in many ways and 

for different stakeholders

Source: ISCC



Focus

Sustainability requirements:

– GHG emission reduction 

characteristics 

– Environmental / land-based criteria

– Social Economic criteria

Monitoring compliance

Chain of Custody (CoC) management

Traceability & Transfer of data
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Review policy frameworks*

for oleochemical- and lignocellulosic-based

biofuel supply chains

(desk study - ongoing)

*The selection of policy frameworks was mainly made on the basis of 

availability of regional/country specific policy information from Task 39 

members.
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CA
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In addition to Task 39 members: ICAO – CORSIA policy framework on aviation biofuels



Policy requirements (e.g.): 

• Proof of compliance: type of 

verification

• Chain of Custody (CoC)

• Traceability & Transfer of data

• Information required at end of 

supply chain

Analysis
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EXAMPLE:

Requirement for information transfer 
through the chain of custody (EU-RED): 

….the mass balance system shall ensure 
that each consignment is counted only 
once for the purposes of calculating the 
gross final consumption of energy from 
renewable sources….

Do legal systems contain the same 
kind of requirements to avoid double 
claiming of sustainability in different 
certification systems? 
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Observations:

Data availability and correctness is key, 
when using verification (monitoring)

A wide range of approved private 
certification schemes underlines the 
importance of a clear policy framework 
with detailed minimum requirements to be
met (e.g. 14 certification schemes approved 
in case of EU-RED) 

Different requirements (also due to 
different scopes) have resulted in the 
development of specific modules under 
certification schemes, to be able to adapt to 
specific policy frameworks (e.g. ISCC).

• Verification: assessment and 

validation based on data

• Certification: by independent

private systems

• A combination of the above

Proof of compliance
for meeting sustainability 
requirements



Example for aviation:
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ICAO CORSIA EU RED (criteria 

recognized for EU ETS)

ISCC Corsia
ISCC Corsia Plus

ISCC EU

Each have their own:
- set of sustainability requirements
- set of verification requirements
- acceptance of certification schemes

Certification
Systems:

Policy 
frameworks:
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Observations:

Most analyzed certification schemes make use of one or 
more different types of CoC models. 

The use of the mass balance model is the most 
common CoC model prescribed in the analyzed policy 
frameworks.

› CoC refers to the sequence and 
manner in which physical and/or 
electronic evidence is handled. 

Chain of Custody (CoC)

Different CoC models in terms of their ability to preserve the 
original physical presence of the certified material (Source: 
Preferred by Nature, 2021)

In the mass balance CoC model 
certified materials or products are 
mixed with non-certified materials 
or products, resulting in a claim on 
a part of the output that must be 
proportional to the amount of 
certified input.
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Observations:

The extent to which CoC allocation rules are integrated
in policy frameworks differs.

Risk: blending, multiple outputs (correct allocation CoC)

Source: SQ Consult & Jinke van Dam Consulting, 2020

• To ensure specified characteristics 

(e.g., that the product is 

certified) are indeed the ones 

that are delivered in the output.

• Includes measures that define who

is responsible of what, when 

feedstock/products are transferred 

from one party to an other within 

the supply chain.

Chain of Custody (CoC) 
management
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Observations:

Complexity grows when:
• the number of interactions (e.g.

between buyers-sellers) and number 
of processed outputs increase;

• multiple schemes are used in the 
supply chains; (cross-acceptance)

› Traceability delivers the ability to 
trace back the movement of a 
product and its components through 
specified stages of production, 
processing, and distribution

Traceability and transfer 
of information

Source: SQ Consult & Jinke van Dam Consulting, 2020 (altered)
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Observations:

Different (non-harmonized) interpretation of 
terminologies and definitions

The first link in the supply chain may differ, 
depending on the feedstock category (scope 
is policy dependent).

Example: Point of Origin

Traceability and transfer 
of information (2)

› Requirements about the first 

link in the supply chain 

(Point of Origin) that is 

subject to verification or 

certification.

› Information on the origin of 

the feedstock is key for 

unambiguous classification

(waste/residue/co-product). 

Source: ISCC (altered)
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Observations

GHG requirements are generally covered; more 
diversification for other criteria (e.g. 
biodiversity). Social criteria are a main gap. 

Certification schemes have a role to play in 
those regions and countries where they are 
recognized – on a global scale, their role is more 
limited.

Outsourcing public responsibility for monitoring 
compliance to private certification schemes can 
be at the expense of public supervision.

› Required information at the end of the 
supply chain to be submitted to the 
competent regulating authority

› Requirements and authorization for 
monitoring compliance by the competent 
regulating authority

Information requirement at 
end of supply chain

Source: SQ Consult & Jinke van Dam Consulting, 2020 (altered)



Focus:

› Sustainability ‘risks’ in 

selected biofuel chains –

case studies

› Potential risk mitigation in 

policy-based certification

schemes
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Review certifications
for oleochemical- and lignocellulosic-based

biofuel supply chains

(2022 – upcoming)

Source: ISCC
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Goals:

› Insight in certification scheme 

improvement opportunities

› A better understanding of the mutual

coherence of legal requirements and

certifications and it’s implications on 

biofuel-feedstock supply chains (trade

flows)

To support decision-making of 

companies, governments and other 

parties involved in the biofuel market
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